Near-nerve versus surface electrode recordings of sensory nerve conduction in patients with carpal tunnel syndrome.
The aim of the study was to compare the relative sensitivity of sensory nerve conduction (SNC) recorded with near-nerve needle electrodes and SNC recorded with surface electrodes in demonstrating focal slowing of the median nerve in patients with symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). Eighty-two consecutive patients with clinical symptoms and signs of CTS were studied prospectively by the same clinical neurophysiologist. Orthodromic near-nerve recording from digits 1 and 3, distal motor latency, and antidromic surface recording from palm to digit 2 and wrist to digit 2 were performed in all patients. Near-nerve recording of the ulnar nerve was done in patients with abnormal median nerve conduction. Patients were compared to controls. Near-nerve SNC was abnormal (slowed velocity or absent response) in 52% of the patients from digit 1 to wrist, in 51% from digit 3 to wrist, and 40% had a prolonged distal motor latency. Surface antidromic SNC was abnormal in 49% from wrist to palm, and in 43% from wrist to digit 2. Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between the near-nerve method and the surface method. Absent sensory potentials were more common with the surface method. As a routine study of CTS patients, the surface technique can be used and the near-nerve technique merely used for patients with absent surface responses.